Design Space of GaN Vertical Trench Junction Barrier Schottky Diodes: Comprehensive Study and Analytical Modeling
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Abstract: We report gallium nitride (GaN) vertical trench junction barrier Schottky (TJBS) diodes and systematically analyzed the effects of the key design parameters on the reverse and forward characteristics of the devices. By taking advantage of the shielding effects from both the trenches and pn junctions in the TJBS structure, the high electric field at the Schottky contact region can be effectively suppressed. We found that the doping concentration, thickness, and spacing of p-GaN, as well as the depth and angle of the trench sidewalls are closely associated with the electric field distribution and the reverse characteristics of the TJBS diodes. With an optimal set of design parameters, the local electric field crowding at either the corner of the trench or the edge of the p-GaN can also be alleviated, resulting in a boosted breakdown voltage of up to 1250 V in the TJBS diodes. In addition, an analytical model was developed to explore the physical mechanism behind the forward conduction behaviors. We believe that the results can provide a systematical design strategy for the development of low-loss, high-voltage, and high-power GaN power diodes towards an efficient power system.
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1. Introduction

Gallium nitride (GaN) is widely used in high-voltage and high-power devices due to its advantages of wide bandgap, high electron mobility and high critical electric field as compared to silicon (Si) and silicon carbide (SiC) [1,2]. Recently, GaN-based vertical power devices have shown a great potential for the next generation of high-efficiency power systems [3–5]. Due to their unique properties of a fast switching speed, low turn-on voltage and high-current capability, GaN vertical Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs) have attracted tremendous attention and are considered as promising and indispensable components in modern power systems [6–8]. However, conventional vertical GaN SBDs typically suffer from the Schottky barrier lowering effect induced by the high electric field at the Schottky junction interface, which results in a large leakage current and premature breakdown of the devices [9].

Several approaches have been proposed to modulate the electric field at the Schottky contact region to alleviate the reverse leakage and improve the breakdown of the devices. Trench metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS) barrier Schottky (TMBS) structures have been proven to be effective by utilizing a MIS structure to shield the electric field at the Schottky surface [10–12]. An alternative way to improve the reverse characteristics of the GaN
vertical SBDs is to employ a pn junction in the vicinity of the Schottky interface, such as merged pn-Schottky (MPS) [13,14], and junction barrier Schottky (JBS) structures [15–17], which differ in that the p-type region of MPS diodes forms an ohmic contact with the anode metal, and the anode of JBS diodes forms a Schottky contact with the p-GaN region. Compared to TMBS structures, the fabrication of MPS and JBS structures does not involve the deposition of an insulating dielectric layer, which is accompanied by a high density of interface and bulk traps, sequentially degrading the dynamic performance of the devices. However, the ion implantation and activation technology for p-type GaN is far from mature, resulting in a low concentration and mobility of the activated free holes within the material [18,19]. Therefore, the performance of the MPS diodes is greatly limited due to the difficulty in forming ohmic contact to the implanted p-type region. On the other hand, the anode of the JBS diodes forms Schottky contact with the p-GaN region, which simplifies the fabrication process.

GaN-based junction barrier Schottky (JBS) diodes have been extensively studied. Koehler et al. and Zhang et al. experimentally demonstrated enhanced breakdown voltage in JBS diodes compared to that of conventional SBDs [15,16]. Zhou et al. demonstrated excellent dynamic performance from GaN JBS diodes by ion implantation [7,17], which showed great potential of GaN vertical JBS diodes for high-voltage and high-power applications. However, the enhancement of the reverse characteristics by the JBS structure rely heavily on the adjacent pn junctions to alleviate the electric field crowding at the Schottky interface [20–22]. Typically, a deep pn junction into the drift layer is desired for the purpose of effective electric field shielding. A relatively high implantation energy is demanded to form a deep p-type region [19,23], which may induce high defect density either at the interface or within the bulk p-GaN [24]. Therefore, the depth of the pn junction in the currently reported GaN JBS diodes is typically limited to 0.8 µm [7,15–17], which largely limits the performance of the JBS diodes.

In this paper, we propose for the first time a trench JBS (TJBS) structure with p-GaN surrounded mesa edges, which takes advantages of both the trench structures and pn junctions simultaneously. The presence of the trenches helps to achieve a deeper pn junction in the drift layer for a more effective electric field shielding effect while at the same time avoiding the utilization of high-energy ion implantation, and thus reducing the density of defects. Furthermore, the influence of the key parameters on the reverse and forward characteristics of GaN-based TJBS diodes are investigated and analyzed systematically by simulation. The results can provide a theoretical guideline for the development of high performance GaN-based TJBS diodes for potential applications including fast charging, automobiles, and energy harvesting.

2. Device Architectures and Principles

Figure 1a,b show the schematic diagram of the conventional planar JBS (PJBS) diodes and the TJBS diodes. Both devices consist of a 2-µm-thick n⁺-GaN substrate (Si = 5 × 10¹⁸ cm⁻³) and a 12-µm-thick n⁻-GaN drift layer, except that the pn junction in the TJBS diodes is deeper than that in the PJBS diode due to the existence of the trench. The anode on the top of the device is set as a Schottky contact, and the cathode on the back of the GaN substrate is an ohmic contact. For an explicit understanding of the electric field shielding effect by the TJBS structure, we plot and compare the schematic one-dimensional (1-D) electric field distributions along the midline of the GaN-based PJBS and GaN-based TJBS, as shown in Figure 1. While the conventional SBD suffers from a high electric field at the Schottky interface [shown by the triangular electric field distribution in Figure 1a], the PJBS and TJBS structures can effectively alleviate the electric field crowding effect and result in a quadrilateral electric field distribution into the drift layer. Thanks to the combined effect by the trench and p-GaN structures, a stronger electric field shielding effect can be observed from the TJBS structure in Figure 1b, which allows a substantial reduction of the electric field at the Schottky surface, compared to the PJBS structure. Meanwhile, the electric field
peak moves further into the drift layer due to the adoption of the trench and allows the formation of deeper pn junction.

![Cross-sectional schematic diagram and electric field distribution along the channel midline](image)

Figure 1. Cross-sectional schematic diagram and electric field distribution along the channel midline of: (a) the conventional PJBS diodes; and (b) the TJBS diodes.

The reverse blocking capability of TJBS diodes is dominated by the electric field distribution, which is closely correlated with the electric field shielding effect from the pn junction and the vertical trench structure. Therefore, the influence of the key design parameters on the device performance is investigated by varying the doping concentration and the thickness of the p-GaN ($T_p$), the width of the channel ($W_c$) between adjacent p-GaN, the depth of the trench ($D_{tr}$), and the angle ($\theta$) of the trench slope.

We conduct the numerical investigation based on the Advanced Physical Models of Semiconductor Devices (APSYS) software [25]. The key physical models used in the simulation include models for carrier drift–diffusion, generation–recombination, continuity and Poisson equations, low-field mobility, saturation velocity, and impact ionization. The breakdown process of the device is mainly determined by the impact ionization model, in which the impact ionization coefficients of electrons and holes of GaN are set according to literature [12,26,27], and the impact ionization coefficients of electrons and holes, as a function of the electric field ($E$) in the drift layer, can be expressed as

$$\alpha_e(E) = 2.90 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-1} \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{3.40 \times 10^7 \text{ V/cm}}{E}\right)$$ (1)

$$\alpha_h(E) = 1.34 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-1} \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{2.03 \times 10^7 \text{ V/cm}}{E}\right)$$ (2)

On the other hand, the incomplete ionization model can accurately reflect the incomplete ionization of Mg acceptor within GaN under equilibrium condition, which accounts for the acceptor ionization energy of 200 meV above the valence band maximum. The concentration of ionized acceptors $P_A^-$ can be calculated by the following expression.

$$P_A^- = \frac{N_A}{1 + g_A \exp\left(\frac{E_A - E_F}{kT}\right)}$$ (3)

where $g_A$ is the acceptor degeneracy factor, and $E_F$ is the Fermi level, $E_A$ is the acceptor level. Furthermore, the concentration of ionized Mg acceptors is considered to be much higher in the simulation procedure under non-equilibrium conditions than under equilibrium conditions, as experimentally reported in Reference [28]. To ensure that the models and parameters used in this work represent an actual device accurately, the simulated I-V characteristics of a standard SBD were fitted and calibrated with the experimental results [29]. Figure 2 shows a good agreement between the forward and reverse curves of
the simulated and the measured results, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the model and parameters used in this work. The breakdown voltage (BV) is defined as the reverse bias value corresponding to a current density of 1 A/cm².

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** Forward bias (inset) and reverse breakdown comparison of the simulated and experimental data. Adapted from [29].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of p-Doping Concentration and Thickness on the Reverse Blocking Performances of TJBS Diodes

Figure 3a depicts the influence of p-doping concentration (acceptor concentration) on the BV of the TJBS diode for different drift layer doping concentrations. Other key parameters $W_d$, $D_{tr}$, and $T_p$ of the TJBS diode are kept at constant values of 2 µm, 1 µm and 0.5 µm respectively. For a given p-doping concentration, the breakdown voltage increases with decreased drift layer doping concentration, owing to the increased depletion depth in the drift region at reverse bias condition. On the other hand, a similar variation trend of the breakdown voltage with the p-doping concentration can be observed with different drift layer doping concentrations. As the p-doping concentration increases, the breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes first increases and then decreases. A peak breakdown value of 1210 V is recorded with a p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ and a drift layer doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$. Note that the p-doping concentration for the optimum breakdown characteristics is slightly different for TJBS diodes with different drift layer doping concentrations. A lower p-doping concentration is required to achieve the best breakdown voltage for the TJBS diodes with a lower drift doping concentration.

To explore the breakdown mechanism of the TJBS diodes with different p-doping concentrations, we extracted the lateral 1-D electric field profiles from the bottom interface between p-GaN and the n$^+$-GaN drift layer, as shown by the dash line in the inset of the Figure 3b. With a high p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ and above, a high electric field can be observed at the corner of the p-GaN structure, which exceeds the critical breakdown field of GaN and leads to premature breakdown. A more uniform distribution of the electric field can be observed with p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, which can result in an improved breakdown voltage compared to that at a higher p-doping concentration. With a p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$, a further reduction in the electric field value is recorded at the bottom of the p-GaN. However, the corresponding breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes is lower, which cannot be explained with the 1-D electric field profile in Figure 3b.
Figure 3. (a) Breakdown voltage as a function of p-doping concentration for TJBS diodes with different drift layer concentrations; and (b) electric field profiles along the bottom of p-GaN for TJBS diodes with different p-doping concentrations at the reverse bias of 600 V when the drift layer concentration is $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$.

For the purpose of understanding the electric field distribution more explicitly, we compare the two-dimensional (2-D) electric field contours of the TJBS diodes with different p-doping concentrations in Figure 4. With a p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ in Figure 4a, the majority of the electric field concentrates at the corner of the trench, leading to a premature breakdown of the TJBS diodes. Due to the insufficient charge coupling effect by the pn junction, only a negligible proportion of the electric field is moved from the trench corner to the bottom of the p-GaN, which corresponds to the lowest value of the electric field in the 1-D electric field profile from Figure 3b and well explains the reduced breakdown voltage with a p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ in Figure 3a. As the p-doping concentration increases to $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ in Figure 4b, the crowded electric field at the trench corner is eliminated and replaced by a uniformly distributed profile at the bottom of the p-GaN structure, resulting in an optimum reverse blocking capability. Further increase of the p-doping concentration in Figure 4c,d leads to an accumulation of the electric field at the p-GaN corner and thus a premature breakdown of the devices. Therefore, an optimal p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ is highly demanded to prevent the undesirable premature breakdown from the perspective of electric field distribution.

Figure 4. Cont.
A stronger correlation between the breakdown voltage and the p-GaN thickness can be observed with a lower p-doping concentration. Specifically, with a p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes increases monotonously with the p-GaN thickness. By increasing the p-doping concentration to \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the breakdown voltage experiences a sharp increase with the p-GaN thickness before reaching a saturation at a p-GaN thickness of 0.4 \(\mu\m). The breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes remains constant with the p-GaN thickness when the p-doping concentration exceeds \(2 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\).

In addition to the doping concentration, the thickness of the p-GaN structure also plays a crucial role in the reverse characteristics of the TJBS diodes, as illustrated in Figure 5a. A stronger correlation between the breakdown voltage and the p-GaN thickness can be observed with a lower p-doping concentration. Specifically, with a p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes increases monotonously with the p-GaN thickness. By increasing the p-doping concentration to \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the breakdown voltage experiences a sharp increase with the p-GaN thickness before reaching a saturation at a p-GaN thickness of 0.4 \(\mu\m). The breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes remains constant with the p-GaN thickness when the p-doping concentration exceeds \(2 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\).
p-GaN thickness. When the drift layer concentration is \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), for different p-GaN thicknesses, the electric field profiles at 500 V along (b) the horizontal interface between metal and p-GaN and (c) the bottom of p-GaN correspond to p-doping concentrations of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) and \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), respectively. (d) Electric field profiles at 500 V along the bottom of p-GaN for different p-GaN thicknesses when the p-doping concentration is \(2 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\).

Figure 5b,c shows the lateral 1-D electric field profile for the analysis of the breakdown mechanism of TJBS diodes with different p-GaN thicknesses. The premature breakdown occurs at the trench corner with a p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). Therefore, we extracted the electric field profile from the bottom of the trench, as shown by the dashed line in the inset of Figure 5b. To maintain a constant channel width (\(W_{c}\)), the width of the p-GaN (\(W_{p}\)) was varied in accordance with the thickness of the p-GaN (\(T_{p}\)). Thus, the position of the electric field peak also moves correspondingly. The peak value of the electric field gradually reduces with increased p-GaN thickness, effectively lowering the possibility of premature breakdown at the corner of the trench. As we increase the p-doping to \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the electric field peaks at the corner of the p-GaN, as shown in Figure 5c. With increased p-GaN thickness from 0.2 \(\mu\text{m}\) to 1 \(\mu\text{m}\), an obvious reduction in the peak electric field can be observed, while the 1-D electric field profile remained unchanged with further increased p-GaN thickness to 1.8 \(\mu\text{m}\), which agrees with the aforementioned variation trend in the device breakdown voltage. With a p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), identical profiles for the 1-D electric field can be observed with different p-GaN thicknesses, which can well explain the constant breakdown voltage in Figure 5a.

### 3.2. Effect of p-GaN Spacing and Trench Depth on the Reverse Blocking Performances of TJBS Diodes

After addressing the effects of the p-GaN related design parameters (p-doping concentration and thickness), we then examine the influence of the geometrical dimensions (p-GaN spacing and trench depth) on the reverse characteristics of the TJBS diodes, as presented in Figure 6a. An inverse proportional relationship can be recorded between the breakdown voltage and the spacing between two adjacent p-GaN structures (\(W_{s}\)), regardless of the p-doping concentration. Note that a much sharper decrease of the breakdown value with \(W_{c}\) can be observed with a higher p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), resulting in the lowest breakdown voltage at a \(W_{c}\) of 3 \(\mu\text{m}\). While the spacing has a significant effect on the reverse characteristics of the TJBS diodes, the trench depth exerts a minor influence on the breakdown voltage with a p-doping concentration higher than \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). With a lower p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\), the distinction in the breakdown voltage is more pronounced between the TJBS diodes with a trench depth of 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) and 2 \(\mu\text{m}\), respectively, which can be further enlarged with a larger \(W_{c}\).

The breakdown mechanism of the TJBS diodes is investigated by analyzing their 1-D electric field profiles at different \(W_{c}\) and \(D_{tr}\). Figure 6b presents the lateral electric field profile along the bottom of the p-GaN with a doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3}\). By increasing the \(W_{c}\) from 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) to 3 \(\mu\text{m}\), the peak electric field value increases moderately, resulting in a slight reduction in the breakdown voltage of the TJBS diodes. An identical electric field profile can be observed for the TJBS diodes with different \(D_{tr}\) for a smaller \(W_{c}\) of 1 \(\mu\text{m}\) and 2 \(\mu\text{m}\), while a larger \(D_{tr}\) can lead to an increased electric field with a larger \(W_{c}\) of 3 \(\mu\text{m}\), which agrees with the slight drop of the breakdown voltage at a \(W_{c}\) of 3 \(\mu\text{m}\), as shown in Figure 6a. With a relatively low p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{16} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) in Figure 6c, an increase in either \(W_{c}\) or \(D_{tr}\) is accompanied by a larger value of the electric field at the corner of the trench, causing a premature breakdown of the TJBS diodes. Under the condition of a high p-doping concentration of \(2 \times 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3}\) in Figure 6d, a large proportion of the electric field concentrates at the edge of the p-GaN and increases dramatically with \(W_{c}\), which can well explain the sharp decrease of the breakdown voltage in Figure 6a. Therefore, the geometrical parameters also play a crucial role in the reverse characteristics.
of the TJBS diodes, jointly determining the breakdown voltage of the devices with the p-doping concentration by tuning the distribution of the electric field.

![Figure 6](image_url)

**Figure 6.** (a) Breakdown voltages of TJBS diodes with different p-doping concentrations as a function of adjacent p-GaN spacing and its depth; (b) Electric field profiles at the bottom of p-GaN with a doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ and with different $D_tr$ and $W_c$ of TJBS at a reverse bias voltage of 1100 V; (c) Electric field profiles of TJBS diode with p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$ and different $D_tr$ and $W_c$ along the interface between metal and p-GaN at 500 V; and (d) Electric field profiles at the bottom of p-GaN with a p-doping concentration of $2 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$ at a reverse bias voltage of 500 V. To obtain a more obvious comparison the curves for $D_tr = 2$ μm in (c,d) are simultaneously shifted to the left by 0.2 μm.

### 3.3. Effect of Trench Bevel on the Blocking Performances and Forward Characteristics of TJBS Diodes

Based on the analysis above, an optimum reverse blocking performance of the TJBS diodes can be obtained with the p-doping concentration, $T_p$, $W_c$, and $D_tr$ of $2 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, 0.8 μm, 1.5 μm, and 1 μm, respectively. Note that the key structural parameters are optimized with a trench angle ($\theta$) of 90$^\circ$ [see Figure 1]. To develop a systematic study, we further investigated the effect of the angle on the reverse blocking performance and the forward characteristic of the TJBS diodes based on the optimized structure. As is shown in Figure 7, as $\theta$ increases from 40$^\circ$ to 100$^\circ$, the reverse breakdown voltage increases monotonously from 1000 V to 1260 V, with a concomitant increase in on-resistance ($R_{on}$). Specially, when the value of $\theta$ changes from 90$^\circ$ to 100$^\circ$, a sharp increase of the $R_{on}$ can be observed from 1.8 mΩ·cm$^2$ to 3.5 mΩ·cm$^2$, which can be attributed to a narrower current conduction channel.
p-GaN, while an excellent electric field shielding effect can be formed under the Schottky profile along the bottom of the p-GaN with a doping concentration of 2 × 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3}.

The reason for the increased breakdown voltage with a larger $\theta$ can be derived from the 2D electric field distribution in Figure 8. At a small $\theta$ of 40° in Figure 8a, the electric field crowding effect is locally significant at the bottom of the p-GaN. As $\theta$ gradually increases to 100° in Figure 8d, the electric field crowding effect can be effectively suppressed and the electric field exhibits a more uniform distribution at the bottom of the p-GaN, while an excellent electric field shielding effect can be formed under the Schottky interface. However, a larger $\theta$ leads to a smaller $W_c$ between the adjacent p-GaN, thus results in a stronger depletion effect on the channel electric field by the adjacent pn junction.

![Breakdown voltage and on-resistance of the TJBS diodes as a function of the variation of the angle ($\theta$) of the trench slope.](image)

**Figure 7.** Breakdown voltage and on-resistance of the TJBS diodes as a function of the variation of the angle ($\theta$) of the trench slope.

![Local 2-D electric field distributions of TJBS diodes with a $\theta$ of (a) 40°; (b) 60°; (c) 80°; and (d) 100° with a p-doping concentration of 2 × 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3} at a reverse bias of 1000 V.](image)

**Figure 8.** Local 2-D electric field distributions of TJBS diodes with a $\theta$ of (a) 40°; (b) 60°; (c) 80°; and (d) 100° with a p-doping concentration of 2 × 10^{17} \text{cm}^{-3} at a reverse bias of 1000 V.
To systematically explain the mechanism behind the variation trend of $R_{on}$ with $\theta$, the current path of the TJBS diodes under the forward conduction condition is analyzed in Figure 9, in which the current spreading region is represented by the grey part while the depletion region is marked with white color. For a TJBS diode, due to the presence of pn junction, the series resistance in the drift region can be divided into three different components, namely, the channel resistance ($R_{ch}$), the spreading resistance ($R_{sp}$) and the drift region resistance ($R_{dr}$), respectively. According to the analysis in the References [21,30], on the condition that the angle of trench is not 90°, the angle ($\alpha$) in Figure 9 can be expressed as

$$\alpha = 135^\circ - \theta$$

(4)

The overall resistance $R_{on}$ of device is determined by the resistive components, which can be given by

$$R_{on} = R_{ch} + R_{sp} + R_{dr} + R_{sub} + R_{con}$$

(5)

where $R_{sub}$ and $R_{con}$ represent the substrate resistance and the ohmic contact resistance, which are determined by the conductivity of the selected substrate and the process of forming ohmic contact, respectively. In detail, specific $R_{ch}$ ($R_{ch,sp}$), specific $R_{sp}$ ($R_{sp,sp}$) and specific $R_{dr}$ ($R_{dr,sp}$) can be derived as

$$R_{ch,sp} = P \rho_D M \ln \left(1 + \frac{X_d}{DM} \right)$$

(6)

$$R_{sp,sp} = P \rho_D N \ln \left(\frac{PM}{DM + X_d} \right)$$

(7)

$$R_{dr,sp} = \rho_D \left(T_D - X_j - \frac{W_d}{2} - \frac{PM - DM - X_d}{MN} \right)$$

(8)

where $P$ is the width of the whole device cell, $\rho_D$ is the resistivity of the drift layer, and $X_d,M,N$ are abbreviations used for ease of calculation and can be given by

$$X_d = X_j + \frac{W_d}{2}; \ M = \tan \theta; \ N = \tan \alpha$$

(9)

Taking the adoption of the p$^+$ structure in the TJBS diodes into account, the relationship between the forward voltage drop ($V_{FS}$) and the current density for the Schottky barrier can be expressed as

$$V_{FS} = \Phi_B + \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left(\frac{J_{FS}}{A^*T^2} \right)$$

(10)

where $\Phi_B$ is the Schottky barrier height, $q$ is the electron charge, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the Kelvin temperature, and $A^*$ is the Richardson constant. $J_{FS}$ represents the current density through the Schottky surface, which is proportional to the cell current density ($J_{FC}$) by the following expression

$$J_{FS} = \left(\frac{P}{D} \right) \cdot J_{FC}$$

(11)

where $D$ is the width of the Schottky interface under the conduction path, which is related to the width of the channel ($W_c$) and the junction depletion region ($W_d$)

$$D = \frac{W_c}{2} - W_d$$

(12)

$W_d$ can be derived from the following equation:

$$W_d = \sqrt{\frac{2\epsilon_s (V_{bi} - V_F)}{qN_D}}$$

(13)
where \( \varepsilon_s, V_{thr}, V_F \) and \( N_D \) are the dielectric constant, the built-in potential difference, the applied forward bias, and the drift layer doping concentration, respectively. Furthermore, the simulated \( R_{on} \) of the TJBS diodes with \( \theta \) of 60° in terms of \( W_c \) is presented in Figure 10, in which the curve of \( R_{on} \) calculated according to the proposed analytical calculation model is also shown. It can be seen that there is a favorable agreement between the calculation values and the simulation results, confirming the validity of the proposed analytical calculation model.

![Figure 9](image-url)  
*Figure 9. Current path in TJBS diode used for on-state analysis.*

![Figure 10](image-url)  
*Figure 10. Comparison of the specific on-resistance calculated from the resistance analysis model with the simulation results for TJBS diodes with \( \theta = 60° \).*

The analytical model can be used for intuitively analyzing the variation of \( R_{on} \) and calculate the forward voltage drop \( (V_{FS}) \) of the TJBS diodes, which can pave the way for the design of high performance TJBS diodes for a variety of applications.

For the purpose of experimentally demonstrating the TJBS diodes proposed in this work, a dry etching process is demanded to expose the bottom and sidewall of the trenches. The inevitably created defects during the etching process may induce undesirable traps for the TJBS diodes, which may result in increased reverse leakage and degrade the dynamic performance of the devices. Possible solutions involve wet etching by Tetra Methyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH) [3,5]. In addition, it is not trivial to achieve uniform pn junctions
at the sidewall of the etched mesas by ion implantation. A regrowth process of p-type GaN layer may be a feasible alternative way to achieve the proposed TJBS structure [31].

4. Conclusions

In summary, we report GaN vertical TJBS diodes and systematically investigate the impacts of the key design parameters on the reverse and forward characteristics. Compared with conventional PJBS diodes, the TJBS structure can suppress the electric field at the Schottky interface more effectively by taking advantage of the electric field shielding effect. We found that the electric field profile can be influenced by the doping concentration, thickness and spacing of p-GaN, as well as the depth and angle of the trench sidewalls. Furthermore, the effects of the cross-sectional profile on the forward characteristics of the TJBS diodes are investigated and the analytical model of the forward conduction is also developed. The results can pave the way towards a high-power, high-voltage, and low-loss GaN vertical Schottky barrier diodes for high-efficiency power system applications.
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